Narragansett School System
Bus Routes for
2021 / 2022 School Year
RUN # 1       NARRAGANSETT HIGH SCHOOL / PIER SCHOOL

7:15 – GARDENIA LANE @ JOY LANE
7:17 - BONNET SHORES RD. @ OTTAWA TR.
7:18 - BONNET SHORES RD. @ ALLEN AVE.
7:19 - BONNET SHORES RD. @ WEBSTER AVE.
7:20 - BONNET SHORES RD. @ CAMDEN RD.
7:22- TREASURE RD. @ ANCHORAGE RD.
7:23 – TREASURE RD. @ CANOPUS AVE.
7:24- 64 TREASURE RD.
7:26 – COL. JOHN GARDNER RD. @ FAIRPORT AVE.
7:27 – COL. JOHN GARDNER RD. @ WITHINGTON RD.
7:29 - WITHINGTON RD. @ BAYBERRY RD.
7:30 – 118 BONNET SHORES RD.
7:33 - WAMPUM RD. @ OSCEOLA AVE.
7:34 – WAMPUM RD. @ SAYBROOK AVE.
7:35 – SAYBROOK AVE. @ POMFRET RD.
7:37 – 944 BOSTON NECK RD.
7:40 – 856 BOSTON NECK RD.

All times and locations are subject to change.
8:17 – CAROL LANE @ MURATORE LANE
8:19 – BONNET SHORES RD. @ OLD TOWN TR.
8:20 – BONNET SHORES RD. @ CHACTAW TR.
8:21 – BONNET SHORES RD. @ MAYWOOD RD.
8:22 – BONNET SHORES RD. @ WEBSTER AVE.
8:24 – TREASURE RD. @ ANCHORAGE RD.
8:23 – TREASURE RD. @ HURON AVE.
8:24 – TREASURE RD. @ CANOPUS AVE.
8:25 – 85 TREASURE RD.
8:26 – TREASURE RD. @ WITHINGTON RD.
8:27 – 60 CAMDEN RD.
8:29 – BONNET SHORES RD @ AROOSTOCK TR.
8:30 – BONNET SHORES RD. @ ALLAGASH TR.
8:33 – 9 WAMPUM RD.
8:34 – 35 WAMPUM RD.
8:35 – SAYBROOK AVE. @ NEPAUG RD.
8:36 – SAYBROOK AVE. @ IROQUOIS RD.
8:37 – SAYBROOK AVE. @ NINIGRET RD.
8:39 – 112 NINIGRET RD.
8:40 – 902 BOSTONNECK RD.

*All times and locations are subject to change.*
RUN # 2
NARRAGANSETT HIGH SCHOOL / PIER SCHOOL

7:20 – BOSTON NECK RD. @ ANAWAN CLIFFS

7:25 - JUNIPER TR. @ AZALEA RD.

7:26 - OLD PINE RD. @ FERNLEAF TR.

7:27 - FERNLEAF TR. @ LINDEN RD.

7:29 - METTATUXET RD. @ TUPELO TR.

7:30 - METTATUXET RD. @ WAYLAND TR.

7:31 – 44 WOODRIDGE RD

7:32 – SHAGBARK RD. @ SPICE BUSH TR.

7:33 – SHAGBARK RD. @ TUPELO TR.

7:35 - METTATUXET RD. @ HILLSIDE RD.

7:37 - CREST AVE. @ PATERSON CT.

7:38 – CREST AVE. @ BOSTON NECK RD.

7:43 – 47 CANONCHET WAY

7:44 – CANONCHET WAY @ STRATHMORE RD

All times and locations are subject to change.
RUN # 2 NARRAGANSETT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

8:18 - BOSTON NECK RD. @ ANAWAN CLIFFS

8:21 - BOSTON NECK RD. @ CONANICUT RD.

8:24 - JUNIPER TR. @ AZALEA RD.

8:25 - JUNIPER TR. @ OLD PINE RD

8:26 – 39 OLD PINE RD.

8:27 - FERNLEAF TR. @ THORNAPPLE RD.

8:28 - FERNLEAF TR. @ LINDEN RD.

8:29 – 29 SUMAC TRAIL

8:30 – 93 OLD PINE RD.

8:31 – OLD PINE RD. @ SPICEBUSH TR.

8:32 – CHECKERBERRY TR. @ SPICE BUSH TR.

8:33 - CHECKERBERRY TR. @ INKBERRY TR.

8:34 – 106 NORTH RIVER DR.

8:34 - SHAGBARK RD. @ WAYLAND TR.

8:37 - 44 WOODRIDGE ROAD

8:38 – WOODRIDGE RD. @ SPICEBUSH TR.

8:39 - 34 TUPELO TRAIL

8:40 – METTATUXET RD. @ TUPELO TR.

8:42 - 61 METTATUXET RD.

8:45 - BOSTON NECK RD. @ MARIAN AVE.

*All times and locations are subject to change.*
RUN # 3  NARRAGANSETT HIGH SCHOOL / PIER SCHOOL

7:15 – GIBSON AVE. @ WESTMORELAND ST.

7:17 – GIBSON AVE. @ EARLES COURT

7:18 – EARLES COURT @ NOBLE ST.

415 OCEAN RD.  PM ONLY (before Newton on the right) Rowen & Sam

7:20 – 500 OCEAN RD. (after Windemere Rd)

7:22 – OCEAN RD. @ FAIRWAY CT.

7:23 – OCEAN RD. @ RHODE ISLAND RD.

7:24 – OCEAN RD. @ BALTIMORE AVE.

7:25 – BRISTOL RD. @ HOPE LANE

7:26 – 811 OCEAN RD.

7:27 – OCEAN RD. @ DESANO DR.

7:29 – OCEAN RD. @ MAJOR ARNOLD RD.

7:32 - CENTRAL AVE. @ CONANT AVE.

7:32 – LOUISE AVE @ CALIF AVE

7:34 - POINT JUDITH RD. @ HOMESTEAD AVE.

7:36 – SAND HILL COVE RD. @ SALTAIRE AVE.

7:38 - SAND HILL COVE RD. @ CHESTNUT AVE.

7:39- CONCH RD. @ PERRIWINKLE RD.

7:42 – CONCH RD. @ RAMSHEAD RD.

All times and locations are subject to change.
RUN # 3 NARRAGANSETT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

8:07 – GIBSON AVE. @ KINNEY AVE.
8:10 - EARLES COURT @ GIBSON AVE.
8:11 - EARLS COURT @ NOBLE ST.
8:14 - OCEAN RD. @ ANNA OLIVO COURT
8:19 - OCEAN RD. @ RHODE ISLAND AVE.
8:20 - OCEAN RD. @ BALTIMORE AVE.
8:21 - OCEAN RD. @ MAJOR ARNOLD RD.
8:26 - OCEAN RD. @ ANGELERS CT.
8:28 – CENTRAL AVE. @ CONANT AVE.
8:29 – OCEAN RD. @ PILGRIM AVE.
8:30 - SAND HILL COVE RD. @ STANTON AVE.
8:31- SAND HILL COVE RD. @ CHESTNUT AVE.
8:33 - SALTAIRE AVE. @ FIR DR.
8:35– CYPRESS AVE. @ SALTAIRE AVE.
8:40 – ISLAND RD. & CONCH RD.
All times and locations are subject to change.

RUN # 4 NARRAGANSETT HIGH SCHOOL / PIER SCHOOL

7:18 – 75 SACHEM RD.
7:20 - SACHEM RD. @ CIRCUIT DR.
7:21 – CIRCUIT DR. @ MONTAUK RD.
7:22 - CONANICUS RD. @ COWESETT RD.
7:27 - METTATUXET RD. @ LEATHERLEAF RD.
7:30 – 73 SOUTH RIVER DR.
7:31 – 34 SOUTH RIVER DR.
7:33 – WEST BAY DR. @ SOUTH BAY DR. (lower & upper)
7:35– SOUTH BAY DR. @ LEEANN DR.
7:36 – WEST BAY DR. @ RAYMOND DR.
7:38 – BOSTON NECK RD. @ SOUTH MEADOW ACRES
7:40 – OLD BOSTON NECK RD. @ CONGRESS RD.
7:41 - OLD BOSTON NECK RD. @ SECLUDED DR.
7:42 - OLD BOSTON NECK RD. @ PRESIDENT DR.
7:46 – BOSTON NECK RD. @ WOOD AVE.

All times and locations are subject to change.
RUN # 4         NARRAGANSETT ELEMENTARY

100 OLD BOSTON NECK RD.   PM ONLY

8:17 - OLD BOSTON NECK RD. @ HAVEN ST.
8:19 - SECLUDED DR. @ EAGLES NEST TERRACE
8:20 - 10 SECLUDED DR.
8:21 - SECLUDED DR. @ PIPING PLOVER DR.
8:22 - OLD BOSTON NECK RD. @ CONGRESS RD.
8:26 – 40 SACHEM RD.
8:27 – 75 SACHEM RD.
8:28 - SACHEM RD. @ SAYBROOK AVE.
8:30 - CONANICUS RD. @ SAYBROOK AVE.
8:31 - CONANICUS RD. @ COWESETT AVE.
8:37 – 110 WEST BAY DR.
8:38 – 90 SOUTH BAY DR.
8:39 - SOUTH BAY DR. @ LEEANN DR.
8:40 – 7 SOUTH BAY DR.
8:41 – WEST BAY @ RAYMOND DR
8:42 – BOSTON NECK RD. @ SOUTH MEADOWS

All times and locations are subject to change
RUN # 6 NARRAGANSETT HIGH SCHOOL / PIER SCHOOL

7:14 – RT. 108 @ SEAPORT DR.

7:15 – 189 PT. JUDITH RD.

7:16 – RT. 108 @ SUNNYBROOK FARM RD.

7:18 – PALM BEACH AVE. @ LAUDERDALE DR.

7:19 – HOLLYWOOD AVE. @ DANIA DR.

7:21 - RT.108 @ DURKIN DR.

7:22– KNOWLESWAY EXT. @ FIELDSTONE APTS.

7:24 - RT. 108 @ HOUSTON AVE.

7:27 – SCHOONER COVE @ STARBOARD TER.

7:29 – KNOWLESWAY @ ASHBROOK RD.

7:31– LONGVIEW DR. @ ANGELL RD.

7:32- ANGELL RD. @ COFFEY AVE.

7:34 – RT. 108 @ LINDSLEY DR.

7:36– RT. 108 @ MANNING DR.

7:38 –RT. 108 @ WAYNE ST.

7:40 – RT.108 @ MAPLEHURST DR.

All times and locations are subject to change.
RUN # 6

NARRAGANSETT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

8:14 – RT.108 @ SEAPORT DR.
8:15 – 189 PT. JUDITH RD.
8:20 – 1 LAUDERDALE DR.
8:21 - 119 DAYTONA AVE.
8:21 – 131 DAYTONA AVE.
8:22 – HOLLYWOOD DR. @ DANIA DR.
8:24 - RT 108 @ CARVER LANE
8:25  RT. 108 @ DURKIN DR.
8:26 - KNOWLESWAY EXT. @ FIELDSTONE APT.
8:27 - RT. 108 @ SUNSET BLVD.
8:29 - SCHOONER COVE LANE @ ADMIRALS WAY
8:36 - RT 108 @ WHITE SWAN DR.
8:40 - KNOWLESWAY @ ASHBROOK RD
8:42 – 40 ANGEL RD.
8:44 - RT.108 @ WEST WINDS CONDOS
8:45 – RT. 108 @ LINDSLEY DR.
8:48 – RT 108 @ MAPLEHURST DR.
8:50 - RT. 108 @ SWEET MEADOWS APTS.

All times and locations are subject to change.
RUN # 15  
NARRAGANSETT HIGH SCHOOL / PIER SCHOOL

7:22 – WANDSWORTH ST. @ TURN RD.

7:29 - NORTHVIEW DR. @ CEDAR ISLAND DR.

7:30 - NORTHVIEW DR. @ OAKHILL RD.

7:31 – HARBOUR ISLAND RD. @ ARROWHEAD RD.

7:32 – ARROWHEAD RD. @ CEDAR ISLAND RD.

7:33 – CEDAR ISLAND RD. @ FODDERING FARM RD.

7:35 - FODDERING FARM RD. @ CHAMPLIN COVE RD.

7:40 - CLARKE RD. @ ALEXANDER DRIVE

7:41 – CLARKE RD. @ FOX DR.

7:45 – OCEAN RD. @ RODMAN ST.

All times and locations are subject to change.
8:18 - WANDSWORTH STREET @ SNIPE

8:19 - 390 WANDSWORTH ST (Mon – Wed & Fr

8:20 - 34 TERN RD.

8:25 – NORTHVIEW RD. @ CEDAR ISLAND RD.

8:26 - NORTH VIEW RD. @ OAK HILL RD.

8:28 - 250 FODDERING FARM RD.

8:29 - FODDERING FARM RD. @ CHAMPLIN COVE RD.

8:31 - FODDERING FARM RD. @ BRUSH HILL RD.

8:33 – POLO CLUB @ WINDERMERE RD.

8:36 - OCEAN RD. @ WESTMORLAND ST.

8:38 - SOUTH PIER RD. @ CHESTNUT ST.

8:38 – SOUTH PIER RD @ GIBSON AVE.

8:39 - SOUTH PIER RD. @ SUMMER ST.

8:39 - SOUTH PIER RD. @ CASWELL ST.

8:40 - SOUTH PIER RD. @ THAYER AVE.

8:42 – LAMBERT ST. @ JEAN ST.

8:43 - NARRAGANSETT AVE. @ ATLANTIC AVE.

8:44 – CASWELL ST. @ KINGSTOWN RD

8:45 - CASWELL ST. @ RODMAN ST.
All times and locations are subject to change.

RUN # 17  NARRAGANSETT HIGH SCHOOL / PIER SCHOOL

7:18 - JOHN BROWN LANE @ LAKEVIEW DRIVE
7:19 - JOHN BROWN LANE @ OVERLOOK RD.
7:20 - JOHN BROWN LANE @ PONTIAC RD.
7:21 - PONTIAC RD. @ BRIDGETOWN RD.
7:25 - CROSSWYNDS DR. @ WYNDCLIFF DR.
7:28 - 5 INDIAN TRAIL
7:25 – 52 INDIAN TRAIL
7:29 - 122 INDIAN TRAIL
7:30 – INDIAN TRAIL @ BOW RUN
7:31 – INDIAN TRAIL @ ARROW DR.
7:34 – BOW RUN @ ARROW DR.
7:36 – 99 RIVERDELL DR.
7:35 - RIVERDELL DR. @ OYSTERSHELL TERRACE
7:36 – RIVERDELL DR. @ CORAL SHELL TERRACE
7:38 - 1340 BOSTON NECK RD.
7:40 – BOSTON NECK RD. @ PARK AVE. (PM pick up Karuna at Quest)
7:42 – BOSTON NECK RD @ JULIET
All times and locations are subject to change.

RUN # 17    NARRAGANSETT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

8:23 – OLD BOSTON NECK RD. @ SOUTH FERRY RD
8:25 - OLD BOSTON NECK RD. @ CROSSWYNDSD DR.
8:30 - 200 INDIAN TRAIL
8:32 - BOW RUN @ ARROW DR.
8:33 - BOW RUN @ INDIAN TR.
8:35 – 52 INDIAN TRAIL
8:36 – 94 INDIAN TRAIL
8:37 – 99 RIVERDALE DR
8:39 - RIVERDELL DR. @ OYSTER SHELL TERRACE
8:42 - 1308 BOSTON NECK RD.
8:44 - BOSTON NECK RD. @ PARK AVE.
8:45 - BOSTON NECK RD. @ JULIET RD.

All times and locations are subject to change.
RUN #18  NARRAGANSETT HIGH SCHOOL / PIER SCHOOL

7:24– BIRCHWOOD DR. @ TANGLEWOOD TR

7:25 - BIRCHWOOD DR. @ OXEYE TR.

7:27 - EDGEWATER RD. @ LUPINE TR.

7:31 - WINTERBERRY RD. @ HUCKLEBERRY TR.

7:32 - WINTERBERRY RD. @ WOODSORREL TR.

7:33 – WINTERBERRY TR. @ SWEET FERN TR.

7:35 - WOODSIA RD. @ CLUB HOUSE

7:36 - PETTA LAKE RD. @ PEPPERBUSH TR.

7:37 - PETTA LAKE RD. @ MEADOWRUE TR.

NOTE: IN AM MONSIGNOR CLARKE STUDENTS WILL TRANSFER TO BUS # 18 FROM THE PEIR SCHOOL FOR TRANSPORT TO SCHOOL.

PM A NARRAGANSETT VAN WILL BE PICKING UP PROUT STUDENTS, GOING TO MSGR. CLARKE AND TAKING ALL HOME.
All times and locations are subject to change.

RUN # 18 NARRAGANSETT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

8:20 - JOHN BROWN LN. @ OVERLOOK RD.
8:22 – 56 PONTIAC RD.
8:23 - 29 PONTIAC RD.
8:24 - 1 PONTIAC RD.
8:26- BIRCHWOOD DR. @ LAKESIDE DR.
8:27- BIRCHWOOD DR. @ TANGLEWOOD DR.
8:28 - BIRCHWOOD DR. @ OXLEYE TR.
8:29 - OXYE TR. @ EDGEBATER ND.
8:30- EDGEBATER ND. @ LUPINE TR.
8:33 - WINTERBERRY TR. @ HUCKLEBERRY TR.
8:34 - WINTERBERRY TR. @ SWEET BIRCH TR.
8:35 - WINTERBERRY TR. @ MEADOW SWEET TR.
8:36 - WINTERBERRY TR. @ WOOD SORREL TR.
8:37 – WINTERBERRY TR. @ SWEET FERN TR.
8:38 - WOODSIA RD. @ CLUB HOUSE
8:39- PETTA LAKE RD. @ PEPPERBUSH TR
8:40 - PETTA LAKE RD. @ MEADOW SWEET TR.
8:41 - PETTA LAKE RD. @ MEADOWRUE TRAIL
We request that students be at their assigned stop 10 minutes prior to the posted time. This includes individual house stops. Students must be out of their homes and at the street awaiting the bus. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.